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Abstract: With recent expeditious development in So-
cial Media users, the researcher have attracted towards the
sentiments analysis of social media users data for particular
event, political issues, product or movie reviews. Facebook,
Twitter, Instagram, Youtube etc. are is one of the popular
and most widely used social networking platform to reveal
express users thoughts. With the help of sentiment analy-
sis of social data, the valuable thoughts of society can be
predicted, and analytical models will be beneficial for many
predictive analysis. In this paper, an exploratory review
and study toward sentiment analysis of social media data is
presented with their methods and approaches. This review
provides an overview of several available methods used in
mathematical, statistical as well as sentiment analysis.
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I Introduction

The exponential growth in the use of digital devices, to-
gether with ubiquitous online access, provides unprece-
dented ground for the constant connectivity of people and
offers tremendous capabilities for publicly expressing opin-
ions, attitudes, or reactions regarding many aspects of ev-
eryday human activities [1]. Social media, such as blogs,
forums, and social network platforms (eg, Facebook, Twit-
ter, LinkedIn, Youtube, Instagram) are quickly becoming
an integral part of people’s lives, the virtual spaces where
daily individuals share opinions and information and main-
tain and/or expand their relational network [2]. The massive
use of online social networks and the abundance of data col-
lected through them has raised exponentially the attention
of the scientific and business community toward them [3–5].

Nowadays, the constant refinement of analytical tools is
offering a richer array of opportunities to analyze these data
for many different purposes [6]. Differences in features and
characteristics of online social networks are reflected in the
huge amount of different statistics and metrics that it is pos-
sible to track and analyze. The most adopted metrics are
numeric, relatively easy to obtain, and freely available, such
as engagement and influence metrics [7]. However, metrics
of this types are often defined as “vanity metrics”, since
they do not interpret or contextualize the data collected.
For this reason, other types of methods of analysis has been

introduced. Among them, one of the most used is sentiment
analysis [8], which is the analysis of the feelings (ie, opinions,
emotions and attitudes) behind the words using natural lan-
guage processing tools. SA is considered a quality metric,
which looks behind numbers to understand how information
about emotion and attitudes is conveyed in language [9, 10].

II Predictive Analysis

Predictive analytics is the use of data, mathematical algo-
rithms and machine learning to identify the likelihood of fu-
ture events based on historical data [11]. The main goal of
predictive analytics is to use the knowledge of what has hap-
pened to provide the best valuation of what will happen. In
other words, predictive analytics can offer a complete view
of what is going on and the information we need to succeed
[12].

2.1 Predictive Analytics Process

Figure 1 represents the press involved in predictive analytics.

Figure 1: Predictive Analytics Process

1. Define Project: Define the project outcomes, deliv-
erable, scope of the effort, business objectives, identify
the data sets that are going to be used.

2. Data Collection: Data mining for predictive analytics
prepares data from multiple sources for analysis. This
provides a complete view of customer interactions.
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3. Data Analysis: Data Analysis is the process of in-
specting, cleaning and modelling data with the objec-
tive of discovering useful information, arriving at con-
clusion

4. Statistics: Statistical Analysis enables to validate the
assumptions, hypothesis and test them using standard
statistical models.

5. Modeling: Predictive modelling provides the ability to
automatically create accurate predictive models about
future. There are also options to choose the best solu-
tion with multi-modal evaluation.

6. Deployment: Predictive model deployment provides
the option to deploy the analytical results into every-
day decision making process to get results, reports and
output by automating the decisions based on the mod-
elling.

7. Model Monitoring: Models are managed and moni-
tored to review the model performance to ensure that
it is providing the results expected.

III Predictive Sentiment Analysis

Sentiment Analysis refers to the use of text analysis and
natural language processing to identify and extract subjec-
tive information in textual contents [13]. There are two
type of user-generated content available on the web - facts
and opinions. Facts are statements about topics and in the
current scenario, easily collectible from the Internet using
search engines that index documents based on topic key-
words. Opinions are user specific statement exhibiting posi-
tive or negative sentiments about a certain topic. Generally
opinions are hard to categorize using keywords. Various text
analysis and machine learning techniques are used to mine
opinions from a document [14][15]. Sentiment Analysis finds
its application in a variety of domains.

• Business: Businesses may use sentiment analysis on
blogs, review websites etc. to judge the market response
of a product. This information may also be used for in-
telligent placement of advertisements. For example, if
product “A” and “B” are competitors and an online
merchant business “M” sells both, then “M” may ad-
vertise for “A” if the user displays positive sentiments
towards “A”, its brand or related products, or “B” if
they display negative sentiments towards “A”.

• Government: Governments and politicians can ac-
tively monitor public sentiments as a response to their
current policies, speeches made during campaigns etc.
This will help them make create better public aware-
ness regarding policies and even drive campaigns intel-
ligently.

• Financial Markets: Public opinion regarding compa-
nies can be used to predict performance of their stocks
in the financial markets. If people have a positive opin-
ion about a product that a company A has launched,
then the share prices of A are likely to go higher and
vice versa. Public opinion can be used as an additional
feature in existing models that try to predict market
performances based on historical data.

IV Related Work

Many researcher carried out their research work in senti-
ments analysis using social media. Several reseacher have
emphsize their attention on stastical results from social me-
dia using various sentiments analysis methods. Malhar An-
jaria et al. [16] introduce the novel approach of exploiting
the user influence factor in order to predict the outcome of
an election result. Athours also propose a hybrid approach
of extracting opinion using direct and indirect features of
Twitter data based on Support Vector Machines (SVM),
Naive Bayes, Maximum Entropy and Artificial Neural Net-
works based supervised classifiers.

Min Song et al. [17] employ temporal Latent Dirichlet
Allocation (LDA) to analyze and validate the relationship
between topics extracted from tweets and related events.
They developed the term cooccurrence retrieval technique
to trace chronologically cooccurring terms and thereby com-
pensate for LDAs limitations. Finally, authors identify the-
matic coherence among users identified in sending receiving
mentions.

Li Bing et al. [18] proposed a method to mine Twitter
data for prediction of the movements of the stock price of
a particular company through public sentiments. Authors
also explain how stock price of one company to be more
predictable than that of another company and they proposed
to used a data mining algorithm to determine the stock price
movements of 30 companies listed in NASDAQ and the New
York Stock Exchange can actually be predicted by the given
15 million records of tweets (i.e., Twitter messages). They
did so by extracting ambiguous textual tweet data through
NLP techniques to define public sentiment, then make use of
a data mining technique to discover patterns between public
sentiment and real stock price movements.

Go, Bhayani and Huang (2009) [19] were among the first
to explore sentiment analysis on Twitter. They classify
Tweets for a query term into negative or positive sentiment.
They collect training dataset automatically from Twitter.
To collect positive and negative tweets, they query twitter
for happy and sad emoticons. Happy emoticons are differ-
ent versions of smiling face, like “:)”, “:-)”, “: )”, “:D”,
“=)” etc. Sad emoticons include frowns, like “:(”, “:-(”,
“:(” etc. They try various features – unigrams, bigrams and
Part-of-Speech and train their classifier on various machine
learning algorithms – Naive Bayes, Maximum Entropy and
Scalable Vector Machines and compare it against a baseline
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classifier by counting the number of positive and negative
words from a publicly available corpus. They report that
Bigrams alone and Part-of-Speech Tagging are not helpful
and that Naive Bayes Classifier gives the best results.

V Proposed Approach

Several feature sets and machine learning classifiers can be
used to determine the best combination for sentiment anal-
ysis of social media data. Many pre-processing steps like
– emoticons, punctuations, specific tweets, terms, slogans
and stemming can be analyzed also. Some data analyti-
cal features such as – unigrams, bigrams, trigrams, positive
and negation detection, joy and sadness expressions can be
investigated. The identical train our classifier using various
machine-learning algorithms such as – Naive Bayes, decision
trees and maximum entropy approaches can be implemented
for improved predictive sentiment analysis.

VI Conclusion

In this paper, a sentiment classifier for social networking
data using various mathematical and statistical methods
with labeled data sets are reviewed. We also investigate the
relevance of using a double step classifier and negation de-
tection for the purpose of sentiment analysis. The presented
exploratory review and study toward sentiment analysis of
social media data represented with their proposed methods
and approaches. This review provides an basic overview of
popular methods used in mathematical, statistical as well as
predictive sentiment analysis of social media data.
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